
FSRC: Summer Research Funding General Scoring Sheet 

Section I (Required) 

Yes = 1 point           No = 0 points 

Scoring Instructions: applicants must meet all requirements in the section (5 points) to be eligible for summer 
research funding. Mark yes (Y) or no (N) to each question and tally the score. 

1. Was the summer research application is received by the March 30th deadline.      _   _ Y _   _ N  
 
2. Is the application complete with all required documentation?            _   _ Y _   _ N      
 
3. Is the applicant a full time, 9-month, librarian, clinical faculty, or tenured/tenure track faculty?  _   _ Y _   _ N 
 
4. Is the applicant soliciting funds for conducting a research project or creative endeavor that   __    Y _   _ N 
    will enhance the reputation of Marshall University and/or professional standing?   

 
5. Is the applicant the only person working on the research project/creative endeavor?   _   _ Y _   _ N 
    (two or more faculty members who are working on the same research project are ineligible                                          
    to receive summer research funding individually or collectively).                                                               ______________                                                                           

                                                                                                                                             Total        /5 

Section II (Other Considerations)     

Instructions: The following questions are considerations that can be taken into account when determining 
“high priority” and “adequate time” for faculty engaging in a research project/creative endeavor.  

1. Is the applicant teaching courses during the summer semester for which they are making application? If so,  
    how many courses? 
 
2. Is the applicant participating in other paid initiatives other than teaching for the summer? If so, what are  
    they? 
 
3. If the applicant received summer research funding for the previous FY? If so, did they provide an    
    accountability project summary to the Faculty Senate office by the deadline? (Applicants who were awarded 
    summer research funding for the previous FY but did not submit the project summary are not eligible to receive 
    summer research funding) 
 

4. Is the applicant conducting a research project/creative endeavor that is funded in part by any other faculty 
    development grants or Marshall university funding mechanisms? If so, which ones? (Applicants that meet 
    these criteria are ineligible for summer research funding). 
 
5. Is the applicant working on any other summer campus initiatives or projects? If so, which ones? 
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